[Secretan's syndrome: myth or pathomimia?].
Secretan's syndrome is a rare condition involving generally trauma-induced hard edema of the dorsal aspect of the hand. The cause is poorly understood but factitious trauma is often suspected. A 42-year-old woman presented with a fortuitous edema on the back of the right hand. The minimally depressible edema was associated with moderately intense mechanical pain. Routine laboratory tests were normal. An extensive imaging work-up (bone x-ray of the hand and wrist, bone scintigraphy, computed tomography phlebography, lymphoscintigraphy, magnetic resonance imaging) was equally non-contributive. The diagnosis of self-inflected trauma was suggested by the atypical nature of the edema, the absence of any organic disorder on the tests performed, and the patient's attitude concerning her disease. In this clinical context, the diagnosis of Secretan's syndrome was retained. Outcome was compatible, with secondary development of complex regional pain syndrome. Three forms of Secretan's syndrome have been recently described: benign; hyperplastic; and mixed. The cause remains poorly defined. Certain authors report that it is most likely related to pathomimia. Treatment can combine physiotherapy and psychological counseling. Secretan's syndrome is a poorly-understood and rarely-described condition that may be underdiagnosed. Physicians specialized in vascular medicine should be aware of this syndrome and its difficult diagnosis by elimination.